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Welcome to the latest “News.”  
 
For me, the April (124th) edition of the newsletter was a particularly good 
edition of your monthly periodical, and will be a tough act to follow. 
However, in this May edition, we have a couple of cracking topics with 
which to entertain you, and think we will come pretty close 
To repeating the task. 
 There are two ways of looking at the Covid -19 
lockdown. You can either be negative and gloomy in 
your outlook to life or you can embrace the opportunity 
to look to the positives. I try as often as possible to 
embrace the latter. I find that when you put out requests 
to people, now that they seem to have more time to 
themselves, they are more amenable to helping you out 
with requests. 
  I will give you one such example of such a thing. I 
got in contact with Mark “lockers” Lockwood who as a 
big player around Virgin ABC back in the day when 
hoppers were rife. He promised me an article detailing 
the stories of the hoppers but was missing one vital 
photograph.(I do apologise here and now, as he sent me 
every picture of every balloon, I can’t use them all). A 
simple request through Facebook and voila, up pops the 
rare picture.  
 A second example came via the feature “Hopper of the 
Day” that we run on Facebook. Simon Whatley sent in a 
submission with a story of How the O-26 came to be. So 
obviously, it’s here for you all to read.  
Interesting People in Hopping(No.2), this time ventures to 
Sweden to meet Per Lesser. 
Let’s now get into the latest newsletter.  
  Please send to me articles for inclusion in future  
    newsletters to the email address below.  
        Steve Roake -Editor 
 Email address: steve.roake33@gmail.com 
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1,Ed Speak- Second Class citizen. 
 
I’ve had some interesting experiences in my time, but nothing comes 
close to how the government make you feel about asking for Universal 
Credit(U/C). In my working life, since I left school in 1978, I have never 
claimed a bean for anything. I’ve paid my taxes, National Insurances and 
never been on the dole.   
 Covid-19 comes along and my work dries up. The French owned 
company I was working for (as a contractor), decides the UK isn’t for them 
and gives 600 full timers the boot. Alternative employment isn’t plentiful so 
I “furlough” myself and claim U/C. Nothing is so demeaning as the 
information you have to supply in order to qualify for what they perceive is 
“your rights” . Forget this government clap-trap of 80% up to £2500 a 
month bullshit, the reality is after a year’s worth of investigative nosiness, 
sub £600 is what the pair of us are worth in this household. It made me 
laugh. They make you feel like you shouldn’t claim.  
  Luckily the time is useful for various projects and for keeping on top 
of the Cloudhopper scene. The new subject “meet the people” is quite 
interesting and seems a liked topic, and the things that people have in 
common seem to glue us together.  
  Other things happen that probably wouldn’t have done if it wasn’t 
for the fact that we have time on our hands. For example, whilst trimming 
an ivy for the wife, I fell through the garage roof. Not my finest day, 
however it could have been a lot worse and possible could have been 
my last if things had of gone majorly wrong. Direct line have been 
magnificent and it looks like my asbestos lined hole is being replaced by a 
shiny new corrugated steel update. 
 As we approach the end of the month , News filters through that 
Cameron Balloons are going back to work after then bank holiday, so 
there is hope there that I might actually get my new hopper test inflated   
 soon. Another small step in the right direction towards ownership. As and 
when it is finally received, I have a documented tale about how it got  
   designed, built and the decisions along the way  which can then be     
      published.  
         Normal Life, what’s that ? Today is Another Day, tomorrow the same! 
         
                   Stay safe , Take care out there . 

  Steve Roake- Editor.  
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2, Essential Extras  
 
Zero again this month unfortunately. 
 

 
 

Cloudhoppers News is sponsored by Icom UK ltd 
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3,The Features Section 
 
Simon Whatley and the Cameron O-26 hopper 
 
Simon Whatley is an interesting person. Quietly spoken, this late 30’s man 
generally doesn’t say too much, but if he does then normally its worth 
hearing about. Simon has worked for Cameron Balloons Ltd in Bristol for 
nigh on 20 years having joined the company back in the day when it was 
a much larger version of itself and probably with 160 staff. Now a days 
they have shed around a hundred of those and runs a lot leaner and fitter 
for it. Folks who have worked at Cameron’s for a period of time tend to 
have multi skill sets and Simon is one of those. Having had various jobs 
within the organisation from Accounts, through Rigging to his current role 
of Purchasing Manager, Simon is a key cog in the Cameron Wheel. 
 

 
       

   Simon Whatley in Metz in his Cameron O-26 G-CKSW. 
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Colleagues of Simon say he is the font of knowledge when it comes to 
Rigging and Simon has that knack of looking at a vent or parachute and 
instantly knowing how many “fingers” the lines need adjusting by in order 
for it to fit perfectly. So good is he at this, that Simon attends all the test 
inflations and it is said he can take a parachute for a 450 and fully rig it 
perfectly in around 20mins (which by anyone’s terms is impressive). 
 Having flown various balloons with brother Ben, Simon has access to 
G-BKFG Thunder Ax3-17, and has flown the company Demonstrator O-31, 
and having attended the One Man Meet at Tissington Hall Derbyshire in 
2016  was discussing with Nick Purvis (Sales Director) on their journey home 
in the company van how the Cameron Superlight O-31Demonstrator  was 
for them too big to be flown on a Cold UK morning with only a Titanium 
40ltr cylinder on the back. Nick (being of similar weight as Simon), could 
probably have flown for three hours that morning since he had so much 
spare lift capacity. 
 The result was that when Nick dropped through some strong Wind-
shear prior to landing, the envelope was so lightly loaded that the side 
and mouth caved in very easily- not a pleasant experience , but no harm 
done on this occasion. Had he been flying with the more common 
Stainless Steel 60ltr cylinder (the most common used by hopper pilots), 
there  wouldn’t have been an issue (due to the extra weight), but Nick 
would have still been carrying more than 3 hour’s worth of fuel.  

 The idea was born to investigate a smaller envelope that most 
suited a smaller cylinder. At this point they weren’t talking about the 
mega expensive Titanium cylinder range which are rarer than rocking 
horse’s poo , but the recently introduced 40 litre Alugas cylinder.   

 The timeframe also coincided with a project Steve Roake was 
initiating with the factory to get involved in a World record attempt at 
Metz in 2017 which Simon fancied being involved with, and having been 
involved with working on other people’s balloons for over 16 years at that 
point, and with the discussion evolving around the O-26 size, he decided it 
was time to put a deposit on the table and Simon ordered the first ever O-   
  (that was smaller than the O-31).    
 As everyone knows Hoppers work best when loaded up rather than  
      soggy and with Simons weight in mind, the decision was made to go  
           for a 26,000 cubic foot design as this was the next size down where  
                 fabric usage was still efficient. The “Boffins” upstairs had     
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calculated that the weight savings over a 31 would be a whole kilo or two 
and then ran a whole bunch of load calculations to estimate how it would 
perform. 

 This was a good point for both sides as it extended the range for 
the company and Simon would be getting a craft that better suited his 
needs. The numbers all looked good so then Simon decided on a colour 
scheme, and let the team do their magic (including the newly revised 
Cameron Logo’s) and on the 30th June 2017 the first ever Cameron 
Superlight O-26 was test inflated . 

 

 
 

G-CK(Simon Whatley)- Cameron O-26 
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Three years on and Simon can honestly say that it has done 
everything that he wanted it to do. He hasn’t flown it as much as he 
would have liked, but as he says, “all hopper pilots say that”. Most of the 
flights have been with the 40 litre Alugas cylinder, the hottest one being 
an evening flight in Metz in 2019 where he landed after 40mins with the 
tank reading 30%, but as it was a really hot evening and after a week of 
cheese and baguettes he was around 95kgs with his boots on. 

He does say it does get a lot more duration out of the last 30% than 
the first 30%. With the 40litre tank on a UK summer’s morning flight , Simon 
achieves around an hour before the tank starts to read , so theoretically it 
is good for about 90mins before the tank runs dry. You still have the option 
of flying the 26 with a 60 on your back for a guaranteed 2 hours plus of 
flying. 

 
 
Acknowledging that he is very pro O-26, Simon knows a lot of 
  people will still go for a 31. If you live in a hotter country than the  
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UK, and you need extra duration because your flying area means you 
have a good distance to travel, or (like the editor), are an above average 
sized pilot, then your size of choice would be a 31, but Simon asks that if 
you are fortunate to be in the position to be contemplating a new hopper 
then please do not dismiss the O-26 as being too small.  

With this in mind Simon is always happy to discuss further his 
experiences with the O-26 with anyone who wishes to hear them.   
 
Many Thanks for that insight Simon- Ed.      
 
Interesting People in Hopping(No. 2) meets – Per Lesser 
 
In this second of a new series of informal chats , I venture to Sweden to 
meet Per Lesser(PL), and discuss the merits of hopping from a 
Scandinavian perspective and how he seems to have become the man 
for everything in Sweden. 

 
(SR) So first of all many thanks Per for making time to discuss the merits of 
all things Ballooning in Sweden and in particular for giving an insight into 
the Swedish scene. If I may can we start by introducing you , where you’re 
from , age and your background please ? 
 
(PL)Hi there everyone. I’m born and live in Partille , a suburb of 
Gothenburg on the Swedish west coast. Like a lot of my peers, I went 
through our local technical university, Chalmers. I’m 57 years young , and 
since a young lad I’ve been sailing, starting at the age of 4 , progressing 
through Eagle solo Dinghy’s , on to Lasers and then many Windsurfers, 
racing yachts and an Atlantic crossing in a Nautor 70-footer. I am married 
for 30years and my wife and I have two sons aged 25 and 26. 
 I work for Volvo Group in Supplier Quality Management at the 
Purchasing Department. Over my years here, I have worked on almost all 
car projects with emphasis on industrialisation of Interior and SRS systems. 
This is everything from seats to dashes, airbags and air conditioning. I have  
     Now progressed to exterior systems, so we are talking Headlamps 
        Mirrors, Bumpers, Doors, Panorama Roofs , body and colours etc. 
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(SR) Wow , that sounds pretty rewarding Per. Can I focus a little upon 
Ballooning and where you sit in Swedish ballooning? You appear to be the 
“go to guy” and if I understand rightly , you are an inspector , instructor , 
commercial pilot and hopper exponent . Am I right ? 
 
(PL) Indeed , I have been involved in the Ballooning  scene since 1983  
and time flies as you’d say. My commercial exam flight was in a Cameron 
A-210 , SE-ZCP, Loaded with normal passengers in 1988. I met one of those 
passengers at Volvo ten years later and we both remember all the 
particular scenery on that gorgeous flight.  We started close to waterfront 
and drifted over the river , through the city centre square, over a famous 
gold course and following clearing a small forest landed on a cut lawn 
with road access up to the basket. As you’d say , a perfect flight.     
 
(SR) Sounds Idyllic , but at what age did you gain your license and roughly 
how many hours P1 do you have , and how many in Hoppers? 
 
(PL) I got my license in January 1985,aged 22 flying a Colt 77A SE-ZXX. It 
was low Stratos, slow wind and snowing! I started at the local airport, 
played around a bit, flew over a pine forest and landed at a farmer on 
the other side. he was snowploughing his road up to his farm at the time 
and I landed on the icy surface left by his tractor. My friend and examiner 
for the flight Kenneth Karlstrom (who many of you will know), was 
impressed by my levelling down in the glades and stopping totally without 
touching ground or high pines, and so I qualified just passing 15 hours 
logged during this exam flight. 
 Here is another record I guess ? I think I must be the worlds most 
involved hopper guy with the lowest hours in the world. We had a Colt 
17A , G-BNDA, in the balloon company in the mid 80’s already. I flew it for 
two-night glows at a ski resort in Norway which was very funny and 
enjoyable but alas no free flying. Then some 30 years later it all happens. 
      During Christmas in 2013, I drove to Mondovi in my Volvo Convertible 
C70, when there I was offered a flight by Burner Guru Paolo Bonnano in his 
     Lightweight hopper I-B015, which is a huge 27,000 cubic footer 
          compared to the 17A. I must say it was light . Starting from his local  
            airport some kilometres away, with no map carried, I suddenly  
                recognised myself going into his neighbourhood. As the wind  
                       was different at various layers, I knew I must give it a try. 
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And I did , landing in his garden , probably the shortest retrieve ever. Now 
I was caught with the bug , I had to have a hopper. 
 
 Fast forward to 2017 and  I bought a Cameron H-34 envelope(G-
BZBT). In 2018 I purchased a new Millennium base unit for it but for some 
inexplicit reason I had to concentrate on other flights, passengers, 
students  sponsors etc.  I actually haven’t flown this envelope and it is 
currently for sale, untouched by me .Buy it people as it has the most slept 
ARC valid and flight insured hopper without any flights by its owner. (SR- If 
interested please email Per at Per@balloon.se for more details). 
 Why sell like this ? Suddenly in the spring of 2019, I got a sponsored 
program popping in with three same graphic artwork balloons. These 
comprise a Cameron Z-340, a Z150 and a tiny baby Z-42. All three look 
exactly the same and all have Hyperlast and turning vents. The Z-42 was 
delivered last summer, but the weather was really bad so with the 
backlog of passengers there was no way to go hopping. 
 After a particularly bad weather condition winter, and before the 
season effectively started, combined with government requirements for 
social distancing in April I got my first flight in the brand-new hopper.  
 Starting at an old Uranium mine(in the company of Markus Ekeroos 
in his hopper G-CEFB),  we flew over some small lakes, high pines, large 
acres of clear land , some more pines and finally I landed on a huge Tank 
exercise ground in open wind. Not my best landing but I wanted to test a 
windy one. It worked well and I stopped in a 10 yard drag. Happy and 
elated I’m already thinking about the next flight.  
 Summing up . Total hours flown 1350 approximately of which 1000 is 
in riders, 100hours in 140/150 sizes, 247 in 56/77/90 and 105 sized balloons 
and 3hours 30mins in 17/27/42 hoppers. 
 The two-night glows were 40mins each, and two free flights on 
around 1hour each. 210 hopper mins over 35 years gives me an average 
of 6mins a year LOL.  Am I the only one with hoppers, a valid license, good   
  health and ready to go with so few mean minutes yearly ? 
 Mind you as an inspector , I have done 15 hopper jobs out of  
         probably the 500 balloons I have inspected .     
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(SR) Thanks , that is some detail. I must ask Per. There aren’t so many 
hopper people in Scandinavia. Do you have a reason why you think this 
is? 
 
(PL) Well for Sweden, Ballooning is not so big. I have two out of the three 
hoppers with valid ARC here. There are another two with just inspections 
but these require hoses changed . I don’t know why we don’t have more. 
Mind you we don’t have many 56/77’s either. Actually, we don’t have 
many balloons at all . Approximately 46 balloons have current ARC’s 
including 10 commercial rides balloons, so statistically 7-11% are hoppers.  
 
(SR) I always ask people; can you remember your first experience with a 
hopper? 
 
(PL) I first bumped into a hopper in 1983, when a friend had a 14A which 
was blue and white. Whilst crewing I thought , I must have one myself. Lots 
of things came in  between but I do not understand why I didn’t fly the 
17A we had in the company more. At that time the sponsor had two 
balloons, a 105 and the 17A. Perhaps money talks and we managed to fly 
and display the 105 enough for them. 
 
(SR) Of all the memorable flights you have had in Cloudhoppers , which 
one was the best and why? 
 
(PL) Well all four have been special occasions for me, but landing in Paolo 
Bonnano’s back garden and the latest flight with the Z-42 are both 
currently top of my small list. 
 
(SR) Can you imagine a time now without hoppers? 
 
(PL) No way I love hoppers , my next one should be a Cameron O-26 
super lightweight. 
  
       (SR) So finally Per, please tell the audience why Sweden is such a  
              good place to come and fly hoppers from. 
 
       (PL) Firstly let me explain why the Z-42 is all Hyperlast. We have  
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here in Sweden huge pine forests and no sewing repair station . My 
sponsor is in a contract and construction business with planned displays at 
brown field sites and a beautiful archipelago in my area . I will fly between  
Islands and if I miss the few lawns available, I will be faced with landing on 
rocks or the salt water. Also, sometimes you use the pines to slow you 
down, therefore the balloon has to be tough. 
 We have several mainland areas with conditions suitable for 
hoppers. In Mid Sweden we have Lakes and forests, which are perfect for 
winter flights when the lakes are frozen. If you go to the west coast of 
Sweden  there is an area with archipelago with really nice rocky hills and 
flat acres in between. Northern Sweden has mountains like the alps 
without the height, peaks are between 1000-1400 meters but the roads 
are few, so in this area we use either dogs or skidoos for the retrieve. You 
have to prepare to stay overnight in the wilderness with the envelope as 
your tent or sleeping bag and you take food and a Trangia kitchen for 
survival cooking with you. Just melt snow or ice for water and don’t forget 
the flambeau at launch. If you are lucky the retrieve finds you before the 
wolf pack or bears . Lynx are also here but very rare and shy.  
 
 Once again, many thanks to Per Lesser for his time, I hope you find these 
Q&A sessions with people heavily involved with Hopping interesting and 
thought provoking . Next time around – I speak with Phil Dunnington.  
 
A Flock of Hoppers- a journey down memory lane by Mark lockwood 
 
I saw my first Cloudhopper in the flesh in about 1984 or 1985 at the Icicle 
Meet and, having only ever messed around with baskets before that, I did 
the old caterpillar thing when seeing a butterfly for the first time thinking 
“You will never get me up in one of those!” Oh, how the caterpillar turned! 
A few years later when I started working for the newly founded Airship and 
Balloon Company, one of the first things I had to do was familiarise myself 
with them up close and personal. 
 
      ABC had inherited from Mike Kendrick’s previous venture, Lighter than  
         Air, three T&C 17 hoppers for Bryant Homes, Continental Airways and  
              Mondial Assistance. G-ROBY, so tagged for Mike’s youngest son  
                 Robby, was on its way back from attending the Trans-Australia  
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Bi-Centennial event where it supported the T&C  Continental A105, Bryant 
Homes was pretty much worn out and one of my first tasks was to design a 
new envelope for them to fit their new corporate identity as Bryant Group. 
This was G-BVCY. The Mondial hopper, G-HELP, was still fairly new and 
again used to support their main balloon. 
 

 
 
As Richard Branson was backing this new venture, they also inherited the 
Virgin fleet from Flying Pictures who had operated them admirably for the 
first year. This included a rather tired and well-cooked T&C 42 G-SEAT,  
  which had originally been a duo chair with the seat modified from two  
    Virgin Atlantic first-class seats, but had also been one of the balloons  
        Richard had undertaken some of his pilot training flights with in Spain  
            prior to the Trans-Atlantic record-breaking flight, as well as a T&C  
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21, G-BNPI, which was still classified as ‘experimental’ as the top was 
made from the mylar laminated fabric used in the Trans-Atlantic balloon. 
This was jointly branded with Virgin and T&C logos. 

 

 
 
  There was a new T&C 17 on the way for KP Choc Dips, G-DIPZ, and this   
     arrived with the Cameron’s special shape a few weeks later and that’s  
        when it all got real. The first event I had organised was a Saturday  
              morning kids ITV show called Wide Awake Club, and this required  
                  a tether and free flight as close to west London as possible as  
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they needed to get the footage back for editing and broadcast the next 
day. I chose a site just outside High Wycombe as I knew the landowner 
and it was the first inflation for both balloons, Graham Dorrell flying the 
shape and me wrestling with the T&C Mk1 bottom end and seat, which 
was relatively familiar from my parachuting experience. I managed to get 
it all sorted out and flew up the side of the shape to stand on top. I cannot 
tell you how ring puckering that first experience flying a hopper was! 
 

 
 
Trivial Pursuit G-TPII and Lloyds Bank G-BOSG arrived soon after, and by  
then I was far more comfortable with the systems. I sent Kevin Meehan  
and Malcolm Dear to tether the Trivial Pursuit balloons in the City of  
   London on a very delicate launch site for the flotation of the parent  
       company. It was tight and between two office blocks on the roof of  
          an underground car park. They both tried to work out the seat and  
               harness arrangement and, failing miserably, resorted to standing  
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the shape up instead, filling the entire space between the buildings and 
snagging a very good shot for the next day’s Financial Times. Hoppers 
have their advantages but only if the pilots know how to use them! 
 
Lloyds Bank appeared at an event at the Royal Crescent in Bath that year 
organised by Dave Partridge who had just set up Air to Air with Sean 
Byrne. Everyone had to wear traditional late 1700’s costume, which 
created much hilarity watching Dave Mayes flying off in the hopper 
dressed like Isambard Kingdom Brunel in stove pipe top hat and frock 
coat! The survivor’s dinner in the baths pump room was highly memorable! 
 
They ordered a second T&C 17 envelope, G-BRBU, to support their 
sponsorship of the Royal National Theatre Youth Challenge. As this 
needed to be tethered close to the National Theatre on the South Bank, 
space was very limited so the 17 came in very handy. 
 

 
G-BRBU Colt 17A. 
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From this point onwards, which hoppers arrived in which order in which 
years completely escapes me as it was literally a blurred production line of 
balloons for the next 10 years of concept, design, build, fly, promote. The 
majority were back up envelopes or were built specifically for extensive 
school’s education tours. 
 

 
G-FZZI with friends. 

 
There was our first Cameron hopper for Andrews, G-FZZI, which I believe 
was a 34 and supported the can special shape. The bottom end was their 
first attempt and featured a motorcycle throttle twist grip blast valve 
handle on the frame by the pilot’s right thigh. Innovative and seemingly 
practical however it had a few downsides, firstly that this was invariably 
where the pilot was dragged on a fast landing and soon became 
damaged, and secondly because there was a space between the seat 
and tank where the cable passed and the rip line could get tangled in  
  this and accidentally fire the burner. It was the first bottom end that also  
     used a standard V30 tank that could be swapped out if needs be 
       rather than the fully modified aluminium Worthington based T&C  
            system. I believe it all got re-designed and modified after we put it  
                 through its  paces. 
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The 3 Pepsi hoppers arrived around now. G-BOLN, G-BOLP and G-BOLR. I 
have covered how these came about and what they did in a separate 
post. 
 

 
 

Around this time, we started to realise, through brutal commercial 
experience and hours of tethering and flying that the original 17 and 21 
size envelopes were getting damaged more often, particularly if tethered 
to a standard 77/90 burner frame as the mouth was too small for the size 
of the flame. Also, as these were supposed to be inclement weather 
back-ups invariably inflating in gusty conditions, a non-gimballed burner 
also brought its share of scorches and scars. 
 
Around (1990/1991) I, together with Dave Seager-Thomas who flew the 
Mitsubishi commercial balloon and Jim Howard at Cameron’s, had been 
working on an effective tethering system that avoided expensive burner 
frame damage as the traditional system used before of either a sliding 
upwind tether that looped through the two flying wire karabiners and a 
single downwind restraint to one or other of the opposite karabiners, often  
  resulted in a trapezoid burner frame if caught in a strong gust. We  
     destroyed any number over the years and I have actually seen one  
        ripped into 3 pieces. There were all sorts of Heath Robinson  
             contraptions and systems built, tested and destroyed. In the end  
                 the combination of steel tether rings in between the basket and 
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 flying wire karabiners combined with a heavy steel rope V-bridle 
attached to the rings instead of the burner frame was the solution. It 
allowed the majority of the lateral stress to be passed into the flying wires 
and the envelope, which were flexible enough to absorb it soak up the 
load rather than deflecting the rigid burner frame. So, what has this to do 
with hoppers? We moved up a size to the 31, which gave us a much more 
practical solution. This was the smallest size that featured full load tapes all 
the way to the crown, a much wider mouth, better angle of stress on the 
flying wires, with full size steel  
rope with karabiner and tether ring, could accommodate either a seat 
with a V30 tank for longer duration or still handle a traditional swing seat 
on a hot day, could go higher, could have a rotation vent but, most  
importantly, could be tethered in just about any wind conditions on a  
standard basket. 
 
So, the 31’s came like bullets out of a hopper gun: Rabbit G-BSDV, DHL G-
DHLZ with extension tube strings and hand painted brown paper artwork, 
Lloyds Bank G-LBCS, Hyundai G-BXIZ, Ordnance Survey G-OSVY, Perfect 
Pizza G-BSAK, Europe Online G-BWOY, Babybel G-BXUH and Fairy G-BXYI. 
Some as solo balloon contracts, many as addenda to shapes.  
 

 
 

G-BSAK minus the perfect pizza artwork 
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One of the most important jobs for these 31’s were school tours. When the 
UK Ministry of Education introduced a structured school curriculum, we 
created together with a keen as beans young teacher from Wellington 
School in Telford, a series of educational resources for teachers and pupils, 
using a balloon as the raison d’être, that covered the Key Stage 
Objectives of many areas of the new curriculum. This involved history, 
maths, physics, chemistry and geography. Thousands of these packs were 
produced for a number of clients, but the most intensive was for Lloyds 
Bank. We then took the balloon to a selected school within a carefully 
worked out schedule that covered the main media areas of the UK. Two 
schools per day, 350+ schools per year. The teachers and the kids loved it 
as the pilot would give an illustrated lecture and then inflated the balloon. 
If the weather was too bad, it was cold air inflated in the school gym 
(hence the 31) or hot inflated on the school playground or field. The 
media loved it even more. Nice warm, friendly smiling faces, happy kids’ 
local news and all branded for the client. 
 
This really tested the durability of the balloons and Lloyds Bank went 
through 2 different 31 envelopes in a period of 6 years G-LBCS and G-
LLYD. They were worked seriously hard! 
 
Sometime in the mid 90’s we poached the Budweiser account from Flying 
Pictures and this came with a whole fleet of various old can and hopper 
envelopes. We immediately built them a new shape and a dual branded 
Budweiser/Michelob 21 hopper G-BXHM. This was featured in a video for 
Boyzone, tethered indoors at the Roundhouse in London by Lennie    
Vaughan. They erased the logos in post-production unfortunately. As all  
the previous balloons had been white, it was difficult to keep them clean 
so I designed a new livery for their last hopper G-BZIH. 
 
We also continued to be building balloons for Virgin and when the 
Megastore Group needed something for their global store launches, we  
  put together a 2-balloon package consisting of a 69-standard envelope  
    and a 21 hopper. The design was based on the grooves of a vinyl  
        record and the artwork cut in as we attended a lot of music festivals 
            and night time events. They glowed really well. The hopper was 
                 G-BTXM and I personally had a lot of fun flying it in different  
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locations including in the spectacular deserts of Wadi Rum in Jordan. One 
not so successful balloon was the Virgin Cola 21, G-UNRL, built at the time 
when Per Lindstrand and Richard were attempting their Round the World 
flights in a DeRozier combination system balloon, hence the request from 
the client to make it relevant. All well and good however it proved to be 
very susceptible to being completely fried above the Nomex at the 
slightest gust of wind. At its inaugural flights at Bristol the pilot said to me he 
had to stop tethering because he was ‘Running out of balloon!’. 
 
Over the years I have had the privilege to fly a great many of these 
wonderful craft and, when asked why I like hoppers, I always refer to them 
as the Formula 1 of balloons due to their performance and rate of climb 
and descent. Also, being a skydiver, I have a slightly lesser fear of landing 
using my feet for brakes rather than a basket. Great fun to fly, always met 
with enthusiastic landowners and on occasion some exciting adventures. I 
have memories of being becalmed over a small village on the edge of 
Coniston Water and eventually managing to slip down between some 
trees into a small back garden. The gentleman who owned the house was 
a little surprised and, as we were packing away on his tiny lawn, duly 
arrived with a pot of tea served in his best china…with biscuits. 
 
Taking a hop from my front lawn when I lived in Shropshire on a perfect 
summers evening wearing shorts and t-shirt and making an approach into 
what seemed like a perfect cut field only to see an electric fence halfway 
across it. Skimming over it I was forced to dump a little harder than I 
planned  as the field was now much smaller and dragged through newly  
  cut stinging nettles and thistles! Lesson learned. 
 
 At a very wet, mud bound and miserable All Fools Meet at the Black  
 Horse in Missenden and being told flying was cancelled due to  
 impending rain and planning a nice session in the pub, only to be 
dragged out by Steve Kinsey and Terry Duffell as the BBC announced they    
   were sending a camera crew and wanted to see a balloon. I was  
     ‘volunteered’ and duly found the only green corner of the field as the  
         rest was knee deep in mud and launched Virgin Megastore for the  
           camera in blustery and drizzly conditions, crashed through the  
                 branches of a tree and just missed the chimney of the pub  
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before landing it on the roundabout at the junction of the main road.  
The camera crew were ecstatic at the footage but missed the 

landing so ‘could I do it again?’ Ah well, I packed up and hauled the 
balloon back, inflated again but this time the increasing wind took me 
over the railway line and into a field that was even muddier than the 
launch site! The BBC got the video of me being unceremoniously dragged 
through the mud and looking like I had been bog snorkelling rather than 
ballooning! 
 
My favourite memory however was in France. We had been in Chateaux 
D’Oex and I had already done a 3-way stack with Coy Foster and Peter 
Mason in the Virgin experimental 21, G-BNPI, and had some amazing 
flights there. I took a short skiing holiday in Morzine after that, still with the 
balloons in tow, and Peter called me from Meribel where he was also 
taking the chance to enjoy the slopes. “Would I like to come over and do 
some flying there?” 

 He had secured the permission from the mayor of Meribel for us to 
fly from the town square, so off I went with a friend who was a ski instructor 
in the Trois Vallee but had never seen a balloon in his life. We inflated in 
absolute flat calm conditions at around 9am and took off in formation, 
flying along the valley in glorious sunshine. The town is like a series of steps 
with balconies of ski chalets stacked one upon the other. As the sun 
heated one side of the valley, we got an anabatic wind that carried us 
slowly up the side of all these apartment units, waving and saying good 
morning to all the skiers taking their coffee and croissants! One chap held 
out a mug and I grabbed hold of his balcony handrail and stopped there,  
took the coffee, had a chat with him and his wife, handed back the  
empty mug gratefully and then released and flew away, climbing to  
about 1000 feet and drifting back over the valley to descend and  
catch the katabatic wind on the shaded side and landed next to the 
retrieve vehicle parked on the road. My friend thought all   
balloon flights were like this! 
 
     There are many more memories like these as Cloudhoppers provide  
        you with a unique flying and personal experience. With today’s  
             revolution in Go-Pro cameras, it is possible to share some of these,  
                 but not the feeling of freedom it gives the solo balloonist! 
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Ed Note- some pictures are in the Gallery this month. Thanks to Mark for 
this brilliant insight to his world and for all of the photos sent (too many to 
feature) 

 
The Curious tale of Alan Turner buying G-CINN Cameron Z-31 
 
G-CINN - Cameron Z31 - Built 2008 
 
When was my first hopper flight? - 1st August 1999 in G-BSOF a 25A (T&C). 
The location was the Metz 1999 balloon meet. The hopper had been 
borrowed from Cameron’s.  
The time when I knew I wanted a hopper was 10 years later in 2009 
In 2009 the RAF balloon team was short of a couple of pilots. John Sproat 
who was part of the RAF balloon team asked if I would organise some 
pilots to fly the RAF balloons at the Bristol Balloon Fiesta. I knew John as he 
was a customer’s employee at the time. He now works within our joinery 
software business. The RAF had a 105 and an almost brand new (less than 
4hrs old) hopper. A Linstrand 31 (G-CFRF).  Brian Workman flew the 105 
and opted to fly the new hopper. I flew all six slots across the city in the 
hopper and the last flight was the fastest with quite a drag landing! I loved 
it. I also realised that landing a hopper at 15knts is actually more difficult 
than landing a standard balloon at the same speed as you can just pull 
the top out and bang it into the ground hard. More you have to land it 
like an aircraft and bring it in gently otherwise it would likely hurt you.  
Buying my own hopper - Not the most straight forward! 
5 years after having my first hopper flight I spotted within one of the 
classified ads a hopper which was too good to miss. It was a Cameron Z31 
built in 2008 with almost no hours and included the bottom end and best 
of all I could afford it. The saying that “If it sounds too good to be true it  
often isn’t true” - is actually quite right in this case. The purchase was far  
from simple and I took some risks when buying it as the balloon was in  
Slovenia and I was in the UK. The person I was buying from was actually  
 being taken to court for a fatal accident that had happened on a  
     balloon flight which he was involved in. I was told by quite a few  
         people to be very careful with this purchase. 

Contacting the seller was not easy and that most likely helped me  
     get my name in first. Once I managed to contact the seller, we  
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arranged that the balloon would be delivered to Cameron Balloons  for 
me to inspect as this was a neutral location. A few weeks went by without 
hearing anything and then Cameron’s called me and said they had my 
balloon, however there was no paperwork or even a letter just all the 
balloon kit. 

 

 
 

Alan in G-CINN. 
 

     Once it had actually arrived and I checked it and found everything  
        was perfect that's when I discovered he was being taken to court,  
             and that the balloon was not registered to any civil aviation  
                  authority. 
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The balloon had originally been built with the registration S5-OCC, 
however it had never been registered with the Slovenian civil aviation 
authority!  

The Slovenian civil aviation authority actually had another balloon 
with the same registration in their records (Ultamagic 56). I later found out 
that there were 3 balloons with the same registration! This made things 
potentially easier for me as I was able to register the balloon straight away 
in the UK without having to transfer the registration. Then with the help of 
the BBAC (which I am very grateful) the relevant paperwork was sorted. 
This included having to have the balloon re-inspected by Cameron’s to 
say that it actually was a hot air balloon manufactured by them!  

Once this was done I could have the new UK registration marks 
sewn onto the balloon and finally get a new ARC and begin to fly my new 
toy! It took about 3 months and cost about £700, however I ended up with 
an almost brand-new hopper (full kit) with almost zero hours on it at a very 
good price. 
What's it like to fly a hopper? 
 
Less hassle, easy retrieves, fun, exhilarating, free, double retrieves are easy 
(what have I missed?) 12,000ft in a standard balloon is not a problem for    
me, but I seem to struggle in the hopper to get above 3,500ft. At about  
2,000 feet I start holding onto the burner frame - no idea why as above 
100 feet it really doesn’t matter. 

The hopper is so responsive that when you put the main burner on, 
the heat reaches the top of the balloon so quickly that it will make the 
balloon pulse slightly. This can be a quite strange feeling when you are 
1500 feet above the ground, however you get used to it and now I find it 
kind of comforting when it does it.  
All in all, flying hoppers is fantastic and is quite different from flying any  
other type of balloon and I think all pilots should at least fly a hopper  
once! 
 

    Multiple Balloons and trailer less ballooning 

           Another reason to have a hopper especially if you have more than  
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one pilot in the family is it allows for multiple balloons to be retrieved by 
one retrieve. I have been involved in ballooning since I was 4 years old, 
and I am now 51. My father, Dave Turner started flying in 1973 and is still an 
active pilot and my son Matthew is also a pilot. So flying balloons is very 
much within our family blood. As a family the hopper is often used when 
we want to fly two balloons with one retrieve. In fact, I am able to fit my 
ultra-light weight concept 60, my hopper, 3 tanks, a fan and 6 people in 
my short wheel VW kombi van! We have actually flown the Z90, C60 and 
the hopper with one retrieve.  

 

Here is Alan’s son Mathew hopping with Peter Gregory 

    G-CINN was the last balloon I flew before lockdown! I managed to fly  
       the hopper at this year's Icicle refrozen meet and I even won the  
           shortest flight with a staggering 5 mins duration. 
     Ed- Many thanks Alan Turner. 
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4,New Balloons 
 
Just before coming to press, G-CLKC got its first inflation at Ashton Court in 
Bristol . The multi coloured Cameron O-31 is for your editor. A second 
example(for the UK) was also test inflated on the same day. 

 

 
 

G-CLKC Cameron O-31(one of two new O-31’s for the UK market). 
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 5,Second Hand balloons 
 
There is plenty of activity out there on the second-hand market recently. 
For example, I know of four deals currently involving Chariots. Dave 
McCutcheon of Leeds is currently selling his full kit G-PIXE Colt 31A for 
£7000. Another, is imminently returning to the UK after some time abroad 
unused. A third is also returning from foreign parts with potentially only the 
bottom end being utilised.  The fourth is a slow burner and may take some 
time to mature. 
 
6, Hopper of the Day. 
 
During the Covid-19 lockdown , undoubtedly one feature that has 
received vast praise for its entertainment factor is Hopper of the Day. 
Whilst this is great and I love anything that sparks an interest in our sport 
and draws in more members , Hopper of the Day will stop at Day 100. 
There are a number of very good reasons to stop it around that time, the 
primary one being the length of time I have to spend finding photographs 
that as yet haven’t featured and whilst there are plenty of hopper photos 
remaining to feature , I think a hundred days is enough. 
 It has served its purpose and I’m delighted by the result but to 
prolong it too far would water down the effectiveness of the project. 
 
7,Manufacturer News and Events 
 

 
Slowly, there is a return to flying taking place in England. Most of those 
flights that are taking place are hoppers or people flying bigger craft solo 
. Cameron Balloons are also back up and running all be it in a reduced, 
socially distanced manner.  If you have specific needs from them please 
bear in mind that they are doing their best in trying times so a modicum  
of patience would be appreciated. Like so many other companies , they   
  used fabric from the factory for the NHS and some of the talented  
     seamstresses took it upon themselves to make gowns. Kubicek were  
        also, very active in these unprecedented times with supplies. 
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Advertisement 

 
 

           Solo Systems actively support Cloudhopper News . 
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8,Interesting photos  
 

 
 

G-BSGB Gaertner B Ax-4 Skyranger. 
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G-BSGB is a truly remarkable story about Bryn Gaertner, a lad still at 
college who in 1989 sent a balloon design with a letter to Cameron 
Balloons. They (in the form of Lindsay Sadler) invited the teenager with his 
parents down to Bristol for a visit to the factory and spent the summer 
there  helping out.  After the visit and buoyed up with enthusiasm and 
some guidance from Cameron’s,( who suggested some modifications to 
his plans), Bryn went on to build his own balloon as a non-pilot. This was a 
college project which Bryn took to his design teacher Mr Evans, having 
completed the task. 
 

 
 

Looks pretty high to me 
 

He then perfected a rigged home burner and inflated the balloon in his 
garden using a hand-held burner and a plastic chair for the bottom end. 
Not content with this , without a license he flew the thing landing near the 
    M40 luckily none the worse for his exploit.  
 Following the completion of the manufacture, the balloon was  
        certified as fit to fly by the Civil Aviation Authority and was actually 
              flown by Robin Bachelor who was surprised when he found it  
                   didn’t have a chute.   
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 You might have thought this would be the end of the project but 
you would be wrong . Not content with successfully achieving his goal of 
creating the envelope , for his A level project Bryn successfully designed 
and built a bottom end for the balloon , doing everything with the 
exception of the burner which he sourced from Robin Bachelor. The 
design was quite ahead of its time even having bearings so that the 
bottom end swivelled. 

Bryn to this day still has the gore templates and is contemplating 
another project one day in the future. Imagine if you will , firstly a family 
allowing its son to design and build a balloon in the house in Oxfordshire. 
Then once the thing is completed, the first inflation is in the family garden 
using a garden chair for the bottom end and a home-made burner a foot 
or so from your face with only gardening gloves for protection. Bryn states 
at the time he was young and wanted to fly. The aerial shot was taken by 
Bryn from the garden chair holding the burner, and he says he hopes 
people weren’t too critical of his stupidity. 
 
Ed- what a story , thanks so much. 
 
The Icom UK Photographic competition 
 
A few months ago, with thanks to Ian Lockyer at Icom UK, we came up 
with the idea of having a competition involving Icom.  It isn’t easy to fulfil 
the remit which was to show a photograph of you flying your hopper with 
an Icom product in view but you all stood up to the task and the 
submissions came flooding in.  We looked at them at length and slowly 
whittled them down to the three individual winners who won an amazing 
goody pack curtesy of our sponsors. 
 The three lucky winners are as follows(in no particular order) : 

• Tim Ward from Nottingham 
• Bernhard Pferscher from Austria 
• Martin Axtell from Leeds . 

 
I am delighted to  say that each lucky winner is now in procession of 
their prizes, and whilst it is fairly hard to make your RT equipment 
centre stage , we might look into running another competition   
      Again, at some stage in the future. 
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Bernhard Pferscher’s  photo. 
 

 
 

            Martin Axtell’s winning photo 
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And finally spot the radio time with Tim Ward’s landing photo. It is there! 
 

 
 
9, The Photo section 
 
This section of the Newsletter is dedicated to choices of the Editor who 
tries to bring to you rare and interesting photos which you may not 
necessarily see in normal life and wouldn’t expect to find when surfing the 
internet. 
 As stated earlier in the magazine , many thanks to those who have  
     contributed these photos in particular one example is for instance  
      G-BWOY the Sky 31-16 which is seen here in its former “Europe on-line”  
         artwork. The balloon ran for a short period of time with Virgin ABC  
                prior to purchase by Colin Wolstenholme. 
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        G-BWOY Sky31-24 photo with thanks to Daniel Whitelock. 
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This is Greg Winker’s daughter Alex flying his LBL35A N65868 
(Ex G-CDIW) over Lake Alvord in southeast Oregon in 2009. 
              Note the G and W from the UK registration standing   

for Greg Winker. 
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And finally 
 
Not normally one for statistics , early June sees us with 1500 members on 
Facebook which is a pretty good milestone to achieve. Thanks to 
everyone for your support and please keep spreading the word wider.  
Hoppers are only going to get more and more popular as pilots migrate to 
the most efficient way to fly with the best efficiency for your money. 
 
Submissions may not be the views of The Editor but are as far as possible 
unmodified to retain their authenticity.   
 
Please send all submissions for future editions to Steve.roake33@gmail.com  
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